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ABSTRACT  Regulation of the zinc ion concentration is physiologically important to control the

activities of a variety of cellular molecules. A BLAST search against a conserved domain of known

zinc transporters identified twelve putative zinc transporter family genes in the Dictyostelium

genome. Phylogenetic analysis revealed the presence of three zinc transporter subfamilies in

Dictyostelium. One subfamily of proteins, consisting of the ZntA-D proteins, has weak homology

to the STAT3-inducible LIV-1 protein. In addition, in situ hybridization revealed that the zntA-D

genes are expressed in the pstAB cells, this expression being absent in the Dd-STATa null mutant.

Thus, Dd-STATa may control stalk cell differentiation through some members of the zinc

transporter family genes during Dictyostelium development.
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The JAK/STAT signaling pathways are induced by cytokines and
growth factors and play indispensable roles in controlling the
immune system, cell fate determination, and cell proliferation in
an evolutionarily conserved manner (Darnell, 1997; O’Shea et al.,
2002; Rawlings et al., 2004). Protozoan cellular slime mould,
Dictyostelium discoideum, possesses functional homologs of the
metazoan STAT genes, Dd-STATa-d (Kawata et al., 1997;
Fukuzawa et al., 2001; Zhukovskaya et al., 2004; Gao et al.,
2004). The Dd-STATa‘null strain has defects in both chemotactic
cell movements during the aggregation stage and morphogen-
esis during late development, and the latter defect leads to a
failure of culmination (Mohanty et al., 1999). Thus, Dd-STATa is
necessary for the entry into culmination that accompanies proper
conversion of prestalk cells into stalk cells.

In Dictyostelium, the conversion of isolated prestalk cells into
stalk cells in vitro is enhanced by zinc ions in the presence of DIF-
1, a differentiation-inducing factor (Kubohara and Okamoto, 1994;
Kubohara, 1995). This observation indicates that exogenous zinc
ions may have an important role in stalk differentiation, although
the mechanism of zinc action remains unclear. STAT3 controls
EMT (epithelial-mesenchymal transition) through the LIV-1 pro-
tein during zebrafish gastrulation (Yamashita et al., 2004). STAT3
is activated in the organizer region and‘activates transcription of
the LIV-1 gene, which encodes a zinc transporter protein
(McClelland et al., 1998). LIV-1 induces nuclear transition of the
zinc finger protein Snail, which is a main regulator of EMT and is
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a transcriptional repressor of the E-cadherin gene encoding a cell
adhesion molecule (Batlle et al., 2000; Cano et al., 2000). Be-
cause the Dd-STATa null strain lacks an organizer-like activity, if
LIV-1-related molecules are present in Dictyostelium, then they
could be regulated by Dd-STATa and may have crucial roles
during fruiting body formation.

There are two zinc transporter families in eukaryotes, the CDF
(Cation Diffusion Family) and the ZIP (Zrt, Irt-like Proteins) family,
the latter family includes LZT (LIV-1 subfamily of ZIP zinc Trans-
porters). While CDF is responsible for zinc transport from the
cytoplasm to either intracellular organelles or extracellular spaces,
the ZIP family is important for transferring zinc from the extracel-
lular space into the cytoplasm (Taylor and Nicholson, 2003; Liuzzi
and Cousins, 2004). The ZIP transporter family consists of four
subfamilies: I, II, gufA, and LZT (Gaither and Eide, 2001). The LZT
subfamily is distinguished from the other ZIP subfamilies by the
presence of the HEXPHEXGD motif in the fifth transmembrane
region. This motif is less conserved in other zinc transporter
proteins (Taylor and Nicholson, 2003).

To identify putative zinc transporters in Dictyostelium, we
searched the amino acid sequences of Zrt, Irt, and ZIP proteins
(ZIP subfamilies I and II), LIV-1 and KE4 proteins (LZT subfamily),
and ZnT protein (CDF family) against the entire genomic se-
quence of Dictyostelium by using the BLAST program. The
search identified 12 putative zinc transporter family genes in
Dictyostelium (Table 1). Phylogenetic analysis showed that these
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genes were classified into three groups (Fig. 1A).
Among the 12 genes, the DDB0232108 (=DDB0217318),

DDB0232109 and DDB0232110 genes were predicted to encode
ZIP proteins according to their relatively strong homology to
Oryza sativa ZIP1 (data not shown); thus, they seem to belong to
the ZIP subfamily (Fig. 1A). A database search using the amino
acid sequence of CDF protein identified four genes, DDB0189258,
DDB0190182, DDB0185587, and DDB0229454. Gene ontology
annotations predicted that they encode cation transporters. Thus,
they appear to belong to the CDF subfamily (Fig. 1A).

BLAST searches using amino acid sequences derived from
LZT proteins identified DDB0202214, DDB0218806,

DDB0186791, and DDB0190179 genes. We designated these
genes as zntA, zntB, zntC, and zntD, respectively. ZntA-D pro-
teins have less similarity to O. sativa ZIP1 than supposed
Dictyostelium ZIP subfamily proteins have (data not shown). The
predicted HEXPHEXGD-like motifs found in their fifth putative
transmembrane region (Fig. 1B; Fig. 2, shaded sequences) have
very weak homology to the human LIV-1 protein; rather, they
show some homologies to ZIP subfamily proteins. However, they
still likely belong to a subfamily closer to LZT than to the ZIP or
CDF subfamilies. When the amino acid sequences across puta-
tive transmembrane domains IV and V of ZntA, B, C, and D are
compared to that of human LIV-1 (Fig. 1B), the first X in the
HEXPHEXGD motif is either leucine or isoleucine for the LZT
subfamily, while X is phenylalanine for almost all ZIP and CDF
subfamilies (Taylor and Nicholson, 2003). Except for ZntC, the
others have isoleucine at the same position. The second X is
leucine for almost all of the LZT subfamily and is conserved in
ZntA and ZntC. In addition, ZntA and ZntB possess a proline

Fig. 2 (Opposite). Predicted amino acid sequences of zinc trans-

porter proteins and hydrophobicities. Predicted amino acid sequences
of ZntA-ZntD are shown to the left. Thick lines indicate the putative
transmembrane domains (TM I-VII). The sequences with weak homology
to the conserved HEXPHEGDFA motif of the LZT subfamily are shaded.
Hydrophobicity profiles were created by TMpred (http://
www.ch.embnet.org/software/TMPRED_form.html) with default set-
ting (Hofmann and Stoffel, 1993). Two orientations are possible and both
models are shown: one is in-out direction (shown as normal line) and the
other is out-in direction (shown as dotted line). Horizontal axis denotes
the amino acid number of the predicted protein; the longitudinal axis
denotes the hydrophobicity where plus number means hydrophobic.
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Fig. 1. Putative zinc transporters in Dictyostelium. (A) A phylogenetic
tree of zinc transporter family genes in Dictyostelium. The protein names
correspond to each protein’s primary dictyBase ID or the one designated
by the authors, ZntA-D. The phylogenetic tree was created by the
TreeView program after ClustalW multiple sequence alignment. Num-
bers at the branch point indicate the percentage bootstrap support
calculated from 1,000 trees. Putative zinc transporters, the ZIP subfam-
ily, the CDF subfamily, and the LZT-like subfamily are indicated. (B)

Alignment of Dictyostelium zinc transporter family proteins across puta-
tive transmembrane domains IV and V. Amino acid sequences of human
LIV1 and Dictyostelium ZntA, ZntB, ZntC, and ZntD were aligned by the

MultAlin program (Corpet, 1988; http://prodes/toulouse.inra.fe/multalin). Amino acid residues identical among more than 80% of the family members
are shown with pink in black, and residues identical among more than 40%, but less than 80%, of the family members are shaded in pale blue. Positions
of amino acid position numbers are shown at both ends. ZIP means the position where is a ZIP conserved sequence (GIVXHSVIIGLSL) in the
transmembrane domain IV of ZIP subfamily, while LZT.HEXPHE is the conserved motif of the LZT subfamily in the transmembrane domain V (Taylor
and Nicholson, 2003).

Protein Name EST Gene Chromosome Amino Aligned Score
(primary dictyBaseID) clone Name Acids to ZntA

DDB0232109* #2 375 14
DDB0232108 #2 389 10
DDB0232110 #3 371 14
DDB0218806 SFB676 zntB #4 372 12

DDB0186791 SSK308, zntC #4 401 20
dds13d1

DDB0202214 SSH647, zntA #1 523 100
dds31e08

DDB0190179 zntD #1 683 22
DDB0189258 #5 770 12
DDB0190182 #1 614 11
DDB0185587 SLC791 #4 543 16
DDB0229454 SLF290 #3 572 8

* There is a duplicated gene (DDB0217318) in strains Ax3 and Ax4 (but not Ax2).

SUMMARY OF ZINC TRANSPORTER FAMILY GENES IN
DICTYOSTELIUM

TABLE 1
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ZntD

ZntB

ZntC

1 MTSLETYNDNVKTALIMCFLSGLSTAIGGLYVIFIKQQSHKLLGHLLSFSSGVMIYISFMDLLPESIAEIGFYNANIWFFV

82 GIIFFAVILRFVPHDHDESGDSNHAHSHNGASIEKHSSEKKEVVDDDDDDNNGKDKKQKQQKQKQQKQQQQQKQNIAKSKN

163 KKKSKDDYLNSVGIATAGVSLHNFPEGVAVYLACLKGIDVGLPLMLAIAAHNIPEGMAVAAPIFSATGSKWKAFKYCLYSG

244 LCEPVGAIIFGLIFKEYMTPYLIQSMLAAVAGIMVFMVIKELLPAAFKYVSVDESAFSNIIGMIFFFFSIHFLHSMLPHDH

325 GGAGDGGHGHSHGGHGHSHGHGHSHGGHSHDSQHVESPQSSSFNAFA

TM I TM II TM III

TM IV TM V

TM VI TM VII TM VIII

1 MDIVNDLVSSISSISSEAAEEEAIRDELRNDKGGLIAGIFVLTLTASFVPWFLTKAKITNLVSVVSILTCLSAGVIIGAGF

82 NHILPDAAEEFQSYVEAVAPDNKYGDFPFAHTITIVTMFALICVDKILVSGGLDGEADHNHMDLSQHNHPSPHAAGEIDLN

163 IYTNGDDDDDDVNEDQEEDSTKDDEKEHGHGHGHGHGHNSSNSSSNGHGHGLKKKKKSKKEHGHGHNHDHSSNGHSHKDEK

325 DSEKVNVSSKSKAWVFLVALSLHSIFDGLGLGSETQKDSFYGLLIAVLAHKFLDGLVLGIAIKYAYFSFKFSCIALVFAAA

406 MTPLGIGIGMAISSAYESSTDAYLVKGIILSITCGSFIYISLIELLPSGLCQKGWPKLKLAVAFLGYSVMAILALWV

TM I TM II

TM III

TM IV TM V TM VI

TM VII TM VII

1 MGISLSVLDIKIISTTVLFILSLLAGIAPYWMRNLNNSSRYLSWSNTFAGGVFFGAGMLHLFATADEDLQPYVQKYNYPFA

82 ALCLCVGFLITLFLELIINSIFIKSNTFASLHGHSHSHVHLSHGHSHHGKDNGSNGNPGSGVGIGMGSVGALNSKKNKTTS

163 PTITPTTPSEGTTTTTTTTTATTAATAKEIVLEDEDEDEEKDIMDEIIIPDDYDENDDEQIYKKKQSKCARTKFRKFIDTI

244 PTFSSTSTSSTSSSTKISEKQRLLDSSNSYYYNQNKYKGIIGSHIDIDKSGSGVGGFSNNNNNNNNNNNNNNKNNNNNNNN

325 NFRTEIIIQPISTTSNNSVHHYPSSSVNYHPFITTTTTTCSNDNSNSNNNNSSNNNSSSANITPNTNKILSSSKSLSYRYN

406 GDDEEPDIIIDYDDIDYNQEGRTRGNSLGSDSNVHNERIVLINSGIGNSGNIGSNNNNNNNGGGGGGGGNSNIDYNDNEEN

487 NNNNNKIESEILIKDTTTDSIKNMKGGEHQHQHLHQQEIIVVTKKSNILLPFILVIALSIHSLFEGLAMGVQSSEIRVFDI

568 LIAIFAHKILASFALGISTITSSNEKPSFLKLFLLVFVFSLTSPIGSILGMVIVGSGVTGSMVPPILQGIASGTFLYVAVV

648 EIIPKELSHDSDILIKSFLLLLGFSGMAVVAIWV

TM I TM II

TM III

TM IV

TM V TM VI TM VII

TM VIII

ZntA

1 MSIFAYSILAGLAPLLSSSIPFFTLRNRNINASVFHILLCISAGLLFAVASLELIPESMNLALRSFEESTKTQTSLKSTTT

82 KTTTTTTTIGNIKLQKSFISNSEDSLNEFHSLDNEINKPPIEGLNLNNLNQATNLDNNEEDNDNLDNDGENEIENDHDHDH

163 QEDEGGDNDHDHESEEKKEFLKIPMYGIGSIDGGGGGGGHHSHSHGSLSSSSSNDVISDYISNNNSNNINNNDDDNNNNNN

244 NNDDDDDSVELLERNVVNKDNSNNINNINNNNDDEDIIVINKSIENTPNIASPVMNKDNNNNDKDKNRNSNKSDIKNSGSI

325 NNGNNSGNNNNNNKSKLTITTFIALSIHSFVDGVVISSAFSSSPHVGARVALAIVIHKIPDGLVLSSLILSQKKFNSGIFS

406 NPFFYFLLISCMTPLGSFISSFLFGGLSLSSGAFVLGFGAGTFIYITSTAILPEILSNQIIKFDFKKKNLKKKKKKKKKS

487 KPKMEKIDAMGNLKLSSFPFRKEIKKKNQNKNKNKKKR

TM I TM II TM III

TM IV TM V

TM VIITM VI
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residue that is not found in any ZIP and CDF
subfamily proteins. In the transmembrane IV do-
main, a conserved glycine is next to aspartic acid
in LZT, while the glycine is next to isoleucine in
most ZIP and CDF subfamily proteins. ZntA-D
proteins have acidic residues at the same position
(Fig. 1B). This evidence supports the idea that
ZntA-D proteins may belong to a subfamily closer
to LZT.

 To understand the functions of these genes
and to clarify whether Dd-STATa regulates their
expressions in particular cell types, we compared
the expression patterns of zntA, zntB, zntC, and
zntD genes in Ax2 and Dd-STATa null strains. In
the Ax2 strain, all genes were expressed in pstAB
cells or at the stalk entrance during culmination
(Fig. 3). Both zntA and zntC genes were ex-
pressed in pstAB cells even in the slug stage.
There was almost no cell type–specific expres-
sion for these genes in the mutant strain, although
there was weak expression in the prestalk cells
for the zntC gene (Fig. 3). These results indicate
that Dd-STATa is required for the differentiation of
the cell type where zinc transporter family genes
are activated. Interestingly, the zntD gene was
expressed in pstAO cells, a cell type that exists
even in the Dd-STATa null strain (Mohanty et al.,
1999).

The evidence that all four LZT-like zinc trans-
porter family genes are expressed in pstAB cells
is important. PstAB cells are strong candidates for
“late” organizers during development in
Dictyostelium (Sternfeld, 1992; Fukuzawa and
Williams, 2000; Shimada et al., 2005). PstAB
cells are believed to be the location where stalk
elongation begins when culmination is started
and may provide a signal or the environment for
the initiation of terminal stalk cell differentiation.
During culmination, prestalk-to-stalk conversion
occurs at the stalk tube entrance to differentiate
into pstAB cells (Jermyn et al., 1996). Such a
conversion is enhanced by zinc ions in the pres-
ence of DIF-1 - at least in the in vitro monolayer
cultured cell condition (Kubohara and Okamoto,
1994; Kubohara, 1995). Serafimidis and Kay
(2005) suggested that cadmium (and zinc prob-
ably) induces polyketide production. Zinc ions
might mimic the action of cadmium ions or some
zinc transporters might transport cadmium ions
which in turn would result in an elevated level of
prestalk and stalk differentiation due to a stimula-
tion of polyketide production. Because the Dd-
STATa null strain seems to lack pstAB cells and
there is almost no expression of the pstAB-spe-
cific genes examined so far in the mutant strain
(Shimada et al., 2004b; 2005), zinc concentration
may be regulated through expression of zinc
transporter genes in pstAB cells by Dd-STATa,

Fig. 3. Comparison of zinc transporter family gene expression in Ax2 and Dd-STATa

null strains. The spatial expression pattern of the zntA-D genes determined by in situ
hybridization at the following stages: mound (a), tipped finger (b), slug (c), Mexican hat (d),
and culminant (e, f, g) in the Ax2 and Dd-STATa-null strains. The dark regions at the base
of multicellular structures from several stages of development in zntA-D are supposed to
be non-specific slime sheath staining. The RNA probes were synthesized from EST clone
dds31e08 for zntA, SFB676 for zntB, and dds13d1 for zntC. For zntD, cDNA was amplified,
subcloned into pCR-TOPO2.1, and used for probe preparation. The cDNA clones dds31e08
and dds13d1 were provided by Prof. Yuji Kohara, National Institute of Genetics, Japan, as
part of the Dictyostelium cDNA project.
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although the mode of action by Dd-STATa may be indirect.

Experimental Procedures

Cells and growth conditions
Ax2 and Dd-STATa null strains were grown at 22 oC in HL5 medium.

Dd-STATa null cells were grown in HL5 medium supplemented with
blasticidin S (Kaken Pharmaceutical, Tokyo, Japan).

Identification of genes and phylogenetic analysis
Amino acid sequences of ZIP, Znt (Zinc Transporter), and LIV1

proteins were obtained from the National Center for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI) database (http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/index.html). To
identify zinc transporter family genes in Dictyostelium, BLAST searches
were performed against the whole genomic sequence of Dictyostelium
(Dictybase; http://dictybase.org/) using these amino acid sequences. A
phylogenetic tree of identified genes was drawn by the TreeViewPPC
program (http://taxonomy.zoology.gla.ac.uk/rod/treeview.html) using
sequences aligned by the ClustlalW program (http://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/
search/clustalw-j.html).

In situ hybridization
Whole-mount in situ hybridization was performed as described previ-

ously (Escalante and Loomis, 1995; Maeda et al., 2000; 2003; Shimada
et al., 2004a).
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